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magnetotactic bacteria. I have worked on cultivation and magnetic control of magnetotactic bacteria to see whether they could be suitable models for biological microrobots.
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lot of future prospects. His structured recurring meetings where a great place to
address and solve problems on a weekly basis.
I would also like to thank Islam S. M. Khalil for his enthousiasm, for always
making time to give valuable advice and comments and for thinking along on improvements. It was the source of much needed motivation in times of hardship
when putting my thoughts into words. Finally I would also like to thank my fellow
students and RAM staff for making it an unforgetable part of my study period.
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Abstract
The goal of minimally invasive surgery (MIS) is to reduce the extent of trauma
and recovery times for patients. This master project focusses on the use of biological microrobots known as magnetotactic bacteria (MTB), as a means of diagnostic
tool or delivery system for drugs in hard-to-reach regions within the human body.
These MTB have magnetic properties due to their inate ability to biomineralize
magnetite nanocrystals, allowing them to align to superimposed magnetic fields. A
2-D setup is used to characterize the magnetic dipole moments, velocity and errors
defined as region-of-convergence (ROC). Two strains of MTB, Magnetospirillum
Magneticum (AMB-1) and Magnetospirillum Magnetotacticum (MS-1), were observed and controlled. Subsequently, attention has gone to exploring the possibility
of controlling MTB in capillary tubes and microfluidic chips. Experiments demonstrated that both MTB can be used as individual microrobots and at an average
velocity of 15 µ m/s up to 26 µ m/s. Furthermore the MTB are capable of achieving point-to-point control in a steady-state within a average region-of-convergence
from 10 µm and 20 µm in microfluidic chips and unrestricted environment, respectively.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
When the term ’Minimally Invasive Surgery’ or MIS was coined in 1987 [1], major
changes in surgery towards less invasive techniques were still unpopular amongst
surgeons. Until the matter of patient health benefits became obvious. An example of innovation in the direction of MIS is the endoscope, which revolutionized
medicine. Enabling surgeons to operate inside the human body with minimal incisions required [2] and possibly lowering the risk of iatrogenic related morbidity or
mortality. Iatrogenic-related mortality in the US peaked at an estimated 225,000 of
the total population of 286,196,812 (0.8 %) in 2000, showing the significant impact
of complications that might be resolved using MIS [3].

Figure 1.1: Left: The Olympus CF-Q165 endoscope offers a 140 field of view for
diagnosis and biopsy purposes (Olympus Inc., Olympus Medical 2012). Right:
The Da Vinci Surgical System R which allows for remotely operating (Intuitive
Surgical Inc., 2011)
The main reasons modern day research shows a great interest in using natural
orifices to enter the body is in order to minimize trauma, hospitalization, recovery,
excessive bleeding, internal organ injury, risk of infection and excessive scarring
1

to patients [4, 5]. Two examples of MIS devices are the endoscope which has been
in use for 5 decades and the Da Vinci Surgical System R , which allow entering
through natural orifices and minimally invasive surgery through minor incisions,
respectively, as seen in Fig. 1.1.
Even though these feats are impressive, they still require the interaction between a patient and devices that require incisions. Therefore a more elegant solution is being sought after in the micrrobotics discipline. The goal: to minimize not
just the injury, but also the tools for operating or drug delivery to the microscale. It
is quite similar to the proverbial ‘Magic Bullet’, or magische Kugel, as coined by
the Nobel laureat Paul Ehrlich has made its way into popularity during his research
on monoclonal antibodies in the early 19th century [6, 7]. It is the premise of research focussed on both therapeutic and diagnostic intersection [8]. Eventhough
the approach is pure biological, microrobotics also aims to do something similar,
yet less natural. The control in this case is not dependent on connecting anti-body
and anti-gen, but rather on control mechanisms implemented from outside the body
or inside the microrobot. An schematic impression of how this would work can be
seen in Fig. 1.2

Figure 1.2: Left: Artist impression of an average pill-sized ‘Nanopill’ traveling through the human gastrointestinal tract. Courtesy of MESA+, University of
Twente, Enschede, Netherlands. Right: Artist impression of 5 µm long magnetotactic bacteria navigating through a vein guided by magnetic fields (blue arrows)
on its way to deliver medicine or intervene with surgical precision.

State-of-the-art research in the area of microrobotics has lead to a series of
innovations where swarms of MTB are controlled simultaneously in 2-D or the
control of CoNi-microrobots in 3-D environment using the OctoMag setup, which
aims to be useful in eyesurgery applications [9, 10]. Fig. 1.3 shows three examples
of self-propelled microrrobots also investigated under the direction of Dr. Sarthak
Misra (MIRA, University of Twente) for control in 2-D.

Figure 1.3: Several types of self-propelled and magnetic-driven microrobots. Top
left: Microjet driven by a catalytic decomposition reaction which propells the
tubular-shaped microstructure. Top right: Magnetospirillum Magnetotacticum,
MS-1, which uses flagella to propel and a chain of magnetosomes (inset) to steer.
Bottom: Magnetosperm which utilizes a magnetic high frequencies (50-100 Hz)
field to create a whip-like motion in order to propel forward after aligning in the
desired direction. Courtesy of Herman Dijkslag.

Research looks at the magnetic properties of both magnetic microrobots as well
as setups require to interact and allow for untethered control [11]. An important
factor is the boundary between synthetic microrobots and biological systems, e.g.
the human body. The short- and long-term effects of the shape, size and surface
properties of nanoscale structures are being covered in recent research also denoted
key attributes. They elucidate how the physicochemical properties of nanomaterials and the by-products can interact with subcellular organelles, cells, tissues and
also other organisms such as bacteria. Furthermore, to understand better the effect at the cellular level, more thorough studies have to be carried out beyond the
proof-of-concept phase to determine the actual benefits and dangers of these technologies [12].
Many different types of microrobots have been suggested and experimented
within the last two decades. Ranging from paramagnetic particles to magnetically
biological robots with either synthetic or natural magnetic properties [13]. Since
then many research has pointed out the need for miniaturization and broader look
into the possibility of using micromachines for medical applications, such as micro surgery, magnetic resonance imaging(MRI)-based diagnoses or force measurements which might relate cellular physical properties to disease symptoms [14–16].
Recent observations highlight the need to look for alternative microrobots or means
of control to avoid the need for high magnetic fields or high field gradients without
depending on an MRI system [17].
Several forms of artificial replacements such as the aforementioned microjets
have already proven to be both fast and feasible for control inside microfluidic
channels with fluid-flow present [18, 19]. The downside is the fact that the propulsion system requires hydrogen peroxide, H2 O2 , to function and is therefore not
usable for biological applications. Nonetheless, many such microrobots function
as models for the ’perfect’ micro-fabricated delivery and surgical microrobot. Our
group has already utilized a 2-D magnetic manipulation setup to control the motion
of paramagnetic particles [20]. The size of these particles lies between 100 and 200
µm, which means it cannot pass any arteries or veins at the capillary level where
the diameter is only 8 µm [21]. Instead of constructing a microrobot, our aim is
to utilize MTB as a biological microrobot model, which will be discussed further
in the next chapter. The MTB possess both self-propulsion and magnetic traits
which allow steering. This property make them an ideal candidate for such an approach. Table 1.1 shows a list of traits which define the usefulness of microrobots
in general.
Table 1.1: Key microrobot traits used in magnetic manipulation setups to apply
control in 2-D and 3-D applications of controlled microrobots.
Trait
Magnetic
Paramagnetic
Motile
MTB, Microjets
Non-Motile Dead MTB,Co-Ni robots Paramagnetic particles

The goal of this thesis is to investigate the properties and usability of single
magnetotactic bacterium as microrobots and achieve closed-loop control. This
control can lead to other applications as shown in Fig. 1.4.
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Figure 1.4: A magnetotactic bacterium with its possible applications: (a) Biological cultivation and harvesting of nanometer sized magnets, (b) swarm control, (c)
drug delivery using the MTB to load drugs, (d) micromanipulation of microstructures, (e) magnetic hyperthermia, (f) closed-loop control in microfluidic chips, (g)
force-measurements and (h) closed-loop control in free space.

1.1

Contributions

During this master thesis several contributions have been made through concept
realization, sample cultivation, sample preparation, experimentation, data analysis
and reviewing or writing of the following manuscripts and publications:
• Characterization and control of biological microrobots [22]
• Closed-loop control of magnetotactic bacteria [23]
• Control of magnetotactic bacterium in a micro-fabricated maze [24]
• Realization and control of a swarm of magnetotactic bacteria [25]
• Control of self-propelled microjets inside a microchannel with Time-Varying
Flow Rates [26]

1.2

Thesis Organization

The first part of the thesis focusses on the magnetic properties and modeling of
the magnetotactic bacteria in chapter 2. The proposed characterization and control
methods are coverd in chapter 3. Followed by experiments in chapter 4, displaying
the possibility of controlling magnetotactic bacteria. Chapter 5 finalizes the thesis
with conclusions and recommendations.

Chapter 2

Modeling of Magnetic Properties
of Magnetotactic Bacteria
For the characterization of the magnetic properties of microrobots (microjets and
MTB) is important to implement a motion control systems. Based on the magnetic
properties, they can be divided into two categories: force and torque controlled
microrobots. Microrobots which do not possess self-propulsion capabilities require
an external force to pull them through a fluid. Therefore, these microrobots are
force controlled. In our setup, force-dependent paramagnetic microparticles are
part of this category. However, microrobots which use self-propulsion to move
through a fluid only require a magnetic torque to control their direction. These
types of microrobots are part of the torque controlled microrobots. In our setup,
microjets and magnetotactic bacteria (MTB) are controlled using external magnetic
torque.

2.1

Magnetotactic Bacteria

Since the discovery of the first magnetotactic bacterium, MS-1, by R. Blakemore
in 1975, a vast amount of new MTB have been discovered worldwide. Among
the most commonly cultured types of MTB are the spiral shaped Magnetospirillum
(M.), which include species such as M. magnetotactium strain MS-1, M. magneticum strain, a marine spirillum strain MMS-1, AMB-1 and M. gryphiswaldense
[27–30]. Another distinct rod-shaped variety are the marine vibrios strains MV-1
and MV-2; and sulfate-reducing rod-shaped MTB known as Defulfovibrio magneticus strain RS-1 [31, 32]. And lastly a marine coccus, strain MC-1; [33].
The requirements that allows for aligning with the earth’s magnetic field (with
an average field strength of 0.5 Gauss away from the poles) of such biological
microrobots is an inate and common rather than rare biological process of biomineralization of iron oxide nanocrystals, or magnetite, which takes place under near
anaerobic environment [27]. The formation of both the magnetosomes and nanocrystals are at the forefront of state-of-the-art MTB research [34]. The chain of mag7

netosomes give the MTB the magnetic properties needed to steer and consequently
determine their susceptibility to a superimposed magnetic field [35].
Furthermore, the synthesis of magnetite crystals in Magnetospirillum strains
depends on the prevalence of micro-oxic or anoxic conditions, whereas higher
oxygen concentrations entirely suppress magnetite biomineralization or result in
the formation of smaller and aberrantly shaped crystals [36].
The MTB morphology is usually observed through High Resolution Scanning
Electron Microscopy (HRSEM) and Environmental Scanning Electron Microscopy
(ESEM), whereas distinct chain alignment and magnetite crystal sizes or lattice are
discerned via Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). Fig. 2.1 shows an image
taken with the TEM, which reveals the magnetosome chain inside the MTB and an
overlay of a magnetic field which eminates from the magnetosome chain.

Figure 2.1: Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) image of an AMB-1 bacterium cell (black arrow) with an axial flagella (red arrow), magnetosome chain
(white arrow). The blue arrows indicate an example of a superimposed magnetic
field generated by the magnetosome chain when modeled as a single domain magnet. The image was taken at the Nanolab, University of Twente, Enschede for the
thesis.
Another property that makes them ideal candidates for microrobotic research
is their ability to self-propel [37], which has lead to research artificially mimicking these properties displaying the complexity of the biologically evolved mechanisms [38]. A schematical representation of a flagella can be seen in Fig. 2.2. The
assembling and inner workings of the flagellar motor have been well defined [39],
however, not all is known about the deposition of the magnetite nanocrystals. We
intend to experimentally attain parameters for characterization through means of
open- and closed-loop control of MTB under the influence of electromagnetic

Figure 2.2: The flagellum and the main substructures adapted from J. Diamond et
al. 1983.
fields. Additionally it can provide several means of filtering to attain the right
culture properties for in-vitro experimental purposes in the future. Characterizing bacteria in such a way, can possibly aid in finding an optimum magnetic field
strength needed to operate deeper within a sample, e.g. deeper than the epidermis;
which can easily range up to several centimeters in depth. Eq. ?? shows a relationship between the magnitude of the magnetic field at point 0, at the center of an end
of an electromagnetic coil, and the distance P axially away from the electromagnet,
B(P) = B(0) − B(P)−3 ,

(2.1)

where the initial magnetic field strength, B(0), at the end of a given electromagnet at distance 0, decreases drastically as a particle is transposed further axially
to distance P from the electromagnet’s core. Deriving the threshold value of the
magnetic field strength required to accurately steer an MTB along an imposed magnetic field, will reduce the magnitude of a field needed to control an MTB swarm
under preferred circumstances. In order to characterize the MTB we analyze the
most dominant factors for propulsion as well as the most dominant factor which
we can control for orientation and finally two methods which allow full stop of the
microrobots.

2.2

Modeling of Magnetic Force

First, we look at the total force on the bacteria to determine the magnitude of the
factors contributing to propulsion. The premise on which optimal control of a
swarm is based, relies on the controlling of model for single bacteria. As a particle
at position P is moved further away along the axis of the magnet, the magnitude
H(P) at the location of the particle decreases quadratically, this also limits the use
of force controlled motion, therefore we look at both force and torque exserted on
the MTB. Given the earth magnetic field strength being in the order of magnitudes
of 0.050 mT, it will be treated as negligible as our setup generates over 1.5 mT
within the workspace. In short, we can look at the contribution of force produced
by the flagella and the resulting magnetic force from applied fields, is estimated by

means of the following equation set, for total force on the bacteria it can be stated
that
FTot = FFla + FMag (P) + FDra (P),
(2.2)
where the flagellar force FFla = 4 pN for MC-1 strain from Ref. [40]. Further,
FDra is the drag force imposed by the medium, defined as
FDra = f η Ṗ,

(2.3)

where f is the shape factor for spirillum MTB taken from Ref. [41], η the drag
constant of the medium and Ṗ the velocity of the MTB. The force produced by the
magnetic field,
FMag (P) = (m· ∇)B(P),
(2.4)
where B(P) is the magnitude of the magnetic field at position P of the particle and
m is the average dipole moment. It relates to the magnetic field strength, medium
viscosity and boundary frequency as follows
m=

ζω f
,
H

(2.5)

where m is the magnetic dipole moment, ζ the viscosity constant for the medium,
ω the boundary frequency and H the magnetic field strength. We attempt to retrieve
the value for flagellar force FFla by rewriting Eq. 2.2, which gives
FFla = FTot − FMag − FDra ,

(2.6)

Research has shown that the magnetic dipole moment of a bacteria can be calculated through the experimental derived boundary frequency at which a bacteria
stops translation and only flips around its axis in one fixed location [42]. The
characterization of the MTB magnetic dipole moment requires determination of
the boundary frequency ωb which can be determined experimentally by gradually
increasing the rotating magnetic field frequency and observing the MTB behavior
ω = ωb when sin β = 1. The previous approach can be verified by computing the
u-turn trajectory diameter and elapsed-time which occurs during the reversal of the
magnetic field as shown in Ref. [23]. Next, the estimated magnetic dipole moment
can be used to realize the magnetic torque- and force-current map [10]. This allows for minimal use of currents to attain the minimally needed force or torque for
control of non-motile magnetic microrobots or MTB, respectively.

2.3

Modeling of Magnetic Torque

Consequently, the torque is defined as
T(P) = m × B(P),

(2.7)

where T(P) is the torque on a given magnetic chain within an MTB. Due to passive
alignment MTB will move at their own pace, which means there is a lag which

needs to be overcome before following the imposed field lines as described in
Ref. [42]. However, controlling the MTB requires using the mapping( 2.8) to supply the correct currents at each electromagnet of the system shown in Fig. 3.3. The
provided experimental work demonstrates the control and planar manipulation of
the MTB by the applied fields.
Based on the characterization results, the magnetic dipole moment values give
a more accurate measurement of the field strength and thus current needed to
achieve (closed-loop) control. It is therefore crucial that the MTB used are characterized in order for a minimum amount of current can be utilized for untethered
control.


b
mB(P)


mT Bx (P)
T(P)

=
(2.8)
mT By (P) I,
F(P)
mT Bz (P)

Chapter 3

Characterization and Control of
Magnetotactic Bacteria
This chapter discusses the method of characterization and transition towards control. The first step towards controlled motion of MTB, is characterization of the
microrobot’s traits, in this case the magnetic dipole moment and velocity.

3.1

Characterization

Research has already shown several models which define the magnetic dipole moment based on a dynamic model for analysis purposes. These will be used to
conduct open-loop experiments in order to characterize the MTB that will be used
in our experiments. A simulink model was used to conduct the open-loop experiments, which can be found in appendix F.

3.1.1

Magnetotactic Bacteria

Earlier research in the field showed that the use of MTB as microrobots might be
limited since control of a single MTB has not yet been presented [17]. We aim to
control single MTB to investigate if the properties of MTB as untethered control.
However, due to our limited setup for cultivation, not all recommended demands
for an optimized cells suspension can be met, following either adaptation of the
ATCC protocol found in Appendix A or literature [43]. The cultivation setup can
be seen in Fig. 3.1. Given the two main properties of MTB, propulsion and magnetization, the diverse cultures can be divide in 4 subgroups of MTB, namely: Magnetic motile (MM), magnetic non-motile (MNM), non-magnetic motile (NMM)
and non-magnetic non-motile (NMNM). To determine whether the samples contain MM or MNM, a square-field was applied as seen in Fig. 3.3. The protocols
used for sampling, cultivation and medium preparation can be found in appendix
B and C.
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Figure 3.1: Cultivation setup with (a) cultivation chamber, (b) 50 ml tube of AMB1 cell suspension, (c) water circulation and (d) Tamson waterbath, type TC3E from
Gemini BV. The average temperature fluctuated around 30 degrees Celsuis. The
original purpose of the TC3E is for heating above 50 degrees Celsius, the low
temperature range is heavily affected by the room temperature of the lab.

3.1.2

Magnetic system

In order to characterize the MTB need to be observed using a microscopic system
while simultaneously controlled by a magnetic manipulation system. For this purpose the 2-D planar magnetic manipulation setup was used. The used system was
specifically designed to steer microrobots in 2-D and allows for both applications
of gradients and uniform fields to a limited workspace of 2 x 2 mm2 [20]. Current
research under the direction of Dr. Sarthak Misra (MIRA Institute, University of
Twente) has focused on 3-D motion of microrobots for which the Magnetically Actuated Robotic System (M.A.R.S.) was designed. The two magnetic manipulation
setups usedin current research at MIRA are shown in Fig. 3.3 [44].
The 2-D setup used to observe the MTB consists of several main components. The Sony XCD-X710 (Sony Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) 1024 x 768 pixels
FireWire camera mounted on a Mitutoyo FS70 microscope (Mitutoyo, Kawasaki,
Japan). Depending on preference for tracking and observation, a Mitutoyo M Plan
Apo 10x/0.28 or 20x/0.28 objective is used. A control computer is used to acquire
the images and track the MTB, as well as control the position via manual input
or by means of a Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controlled feedback loop.
In order to generate the field to move the MTB, four equally sized coils are used.

Each having an inner diameter (di = 10 mm), an outer diameter (do = 39 mm) and
a length of (lc = 30 mm). The coils have 1680 turns of 0.5 mm round enameled
copper wire.

3.1.3

Magnetic Dipole moment

Where added magnetic material allows easier torquing of assembled microrobots,
for MTB the magnetic dipole moment is calculated by the contribution of each
magnetosome inside a single MTB chain, as mentioned before. Fig. 3.2 shows
TEM images of MS-1 bacteria and biomineralized magnetosome chain, as well as
a higher magnification of a magnetite crystal. We utilize dynamic models as well
as TEM image-based calculations to attain values for the dipole moment depending
on whether the MTB in question are motile or not. The rotating-field and U-turn
approach are used for MM MTB, whereas the flip-time and TEM image analysis
are used for NMM MTB.
Rotating-Field Technique
Motile MTB will follow an imposed pattern, e.g., a circular pattern. As such,
under the influence of a rotating magnetic field a relationship between the magnetic
torque and motile MTB’s angular velocity ω can be found [?] and given by
|m||B(P)| sin β + αω = 0,

(3.1)

where β is the angle between the applied field and the MTB’s magnetic dipole
moment. The boundary frequency (ωb ) must be determined in order to characterize
with this approach. This can be done by gradually increasing the frequency of the
applied rotating field and determining at which frequency the MTB can no longer
follow the field, i.e., ω = ωb , when sin β = 1. 3.1 can therefore be written as
|m||B(P)| + αωb = 0,

(3.2)

Subsequently the magnetic dipole moment can be calculated with 3.2 using the
experimentally deduced boundary frequency (ωb ).
U-turn Technique
A second method for determining the motile MTB magnetic dipole moment depends on the u-turn motion performed when under the influence of field reversals [42, 45]. The diameter (D) of the U-turn trajectory is given by
απν
D=
,
(3.3)
|m||B(P)|
where ν is the linear velocity in µm/s of the MTB. The u-turn diameter can be
determined experimentally and used in 3.3 to calculated the magnetic dipole moment. Additionally 3.4 also represents the u-turn elapsed-time for motile MTB.
The elapsed-time can be determined and used in 3.4 to calculated the magnetic
dipole moment.

Flip-time Technique
Non-motile MTB will undergo a flipping motion around their center of gravity
when under the influence of field reversal. The elapsed-time of the flip turn (τ), i.e.
flip-time, is given by


2|m||B(P)|
α
τ=
ln
,
(3.4)
|m||B(P)|
kT
where k and T are the Boltzmann constant and the temperature of the medium in
which MTB navigates, respectively [42].
α=

π η L3
3

  
 
−1
L
d
ln
+ 0.92
− 0.662
,
d
L

(3.5)

where η is the medium dynamic viscosity. Further, L and d are the length and
diameter of the MTB, respectively [45]. The flip-time can be calculated by solving
3.4.
Transmission Electron Microscopy Imaging
The final approach is an estimation of the volume of the crystal chain and subsequent calculation of the average magnetic dipole moment of MTB as comparison
to the dynamic approaches. Both AMB-1 and MS-1 have shown to produce mostly
cuboctahedron shaped crystals [?, 35, 46], for which the volume is given by
Vi =

5√ 3
2r ,
3

(3.6)

where Vi is the volume and r is the length of a rib. The volume is estimated by
measuring the longest rib r of a given crystal. Furthermore it is worth nothing
that the average diameter d of the crystals is given by the longest diagonal crosssection found per crystal as seen in Fig.3.2. However, this value is only used to
estimate and compare the average crystal cross-sectional length per MTB species.
The magnetic dipole moment, assuming the chain to be a rod-shaped single domain
magnet, is then given through calculation of the upper limit
n

|m| = ∑ MsVi ,

(3.7)

i=0

where n is the number of the magnetite nanocrystals and Vi is the volume of an
individual nanocrystal. Further, |m| is dipole moment of a single MTB and Ms is
the saturation magnetization for magnetite (4.8 × 105 A.m−1 ). It is important to
note that the fields generated by the setup is far above the saturation magnetization
value, the maximum value for the magnetic dipole moment is assumed at all times
during experiments.

Figure 3.2: Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) images reveal the magnetic
chain inside magnetotactic bacteria (MTB). Left:Transmission Electron Micrograph (TEM) of several MS-1 MTB with Fe3 O4 nanocrystal chain. Top right:
magnetosome chain, which provides a dipole moment for torquing. Bottom right:
TEM image showing the distance r which is the length of a rib used in the cuboctahedron volume estimation and distance d which is the maximum cross-sectional
diameter which Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) image of a magnetite
nanocrystal of the MS-1 species with cuboctahedron lattice morphology.
Frequency Reponse
Since MTB have a more or less constant velocity, a method for controlling velocity
in the direction of motion is required [47]. The MTB velocity depends on the rotational and vibrational modes of its flagella, which a basic motor for many prokaryote and eukaryote cells. A similarities are found in theories about movement in
flagella-propelled microrobots that relate to frequency dependent behaviour [48].
An example of a flagellum can be seen in Fig. 2.2 in chapter 1. Research has
shown a rotational frequency for the helical flagellum at ∼628.3 rad/s [49]. In
order to pertub the natural motion of the MTB, an attempt is made to apply an alternating magnetic field perpendicular to the direction of the MTB’s trajectory. For
this purpose we implemented a U-turn experiment as described in the paragraph
above, with a superimposed alternating field as described [22].

3.2

Control

In order to characterize, the MTB need to be observed. To allow unobstructed
vision, capillary tubes (VitroCom, Vitrotubes 3520-050, Germany) with an inner
thickness, inner width and length of 0.2 mm, 2 mm and 50 mm, respectively, were
utilized.

3.2.1

Magnetic Control

In a low Reynolds number environment inertial terms are ignored and motion of an
MTB is governed by shape, drag and propulsion this can be force given by
|F(P)| + Fd + f = 0

(3.8)

where F(P) is the motion induced by force, Fd the drag on the MTB contributed
by the fluid and f the force generated by each helical flagella. This also holds for
torque, given by
|T(P)| + Td + +ω = 0
(3.9)
where T(P) is the motion generated by torque on the MTB, Td the drag contributed
by the fluid and ω the torque generated by each helical flagella, respectively. The
force equation in 3.8 is used to determine the desired currents of the electromagnets.

3.2.2

Imaging

The image processing is a multi-step process. From the original image, a regionof-interest cropping is made at the area of the tracked MTB, indicated by the blue
circle around the MTB, as seen in Fig. 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Top left: The used setup with 4 (a) Electromagnetic coils, (b) a center
stage, (c) capillary tube holding the sample and (d) the microscope. Top right: the
Micro Actuated Robotic System (MARS), which allows control of motion in 3D. With (a) Electromagnetic coils, (b) center stage, (c) capillary tube or shortened
cuvette holding the sample and (d) the microscope. Bottom: Tracking result of preliminary experiments done with an open-loop square-field, allowing to differentiate
between motile magnetic and non-magnetic magnetotactic bacteria.

This image is then passed through a threshold filter, which is optimized through
successive approximation to fit the profile of MTB. The output is a black and white,
or binary, image. In the next step, all noise is removed through an erode filter, after
which a dilation of equal depth is applied to retain the original size and shape of the
MTB. From this image, the center of mass is calculated and used for determining
the MTB position and error based on at least two frames.

Figure 3.4: The image processing was done in three steps: (A) ROI-cropping of the
original image, followed by (B) a threshold filter to create a binary image which
was subsequently (C) eroded to remove noise and (D) dilated to retain the original
size.
The center of mass is used to calculate the location in pixels, which is used
to determine the error between the current location and the reference point of the
location in the previous frame
e = P − Pre f
(3.10)
where e is the position tracking error and Pre f a fixed reference point. For the
velocity determination, a similar calculation is done using the derivative
ė = Ṗ − Ṗre f

(3.11)

where ė is the velocity tracking error and Ṗre f the velocity at the reference point
and P the velocity at the current location of the MTB. This information is fed back
to the controller which determines a magnetic force needed to correct based on the
position and velocity vector
Fdes = Kp e + Kd ė

(3.12)

where Fdes is the desired force, Kp is the proportional gain and Kd the derivative
gain, which govern the tracking error dynamics. The setup and tracking result can
be seen in Fig. 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Left: 2-D magnetic manipulation setup. Right: Still from a video
displaying the result of imaging with a tracker following the magnetotactic bacteria
(MTB). The red line indicates the velocity vector for the tracked MTB. The blue
circle indicates the region-of-interest of the tracking software.

3.2.3

Microfluidic Channels

The Vitrocom capillary tubes provide transparency and an unrestricted volume for
MTB in order to characterize the velocity and magnetic dipole moment via dynamic models. However, having an environment that provides volume restriction
such that it simulates much closer the blood vessels for which the microrobots will
be designed, gives a more accurate analysis of the behaviour of such microrobots
in in vitro surroundings that resemble actual bloodvessels in size. The smallest vessels are the capillaries which come close to 8 µ in cross-section length [21]. Given
the error of ∼1 µ in fabriction of, we have chosen for a slightly wider channels,
with the smallest channels reaching 10 µ.

Fabrication
The micro-fabricated maze is made of glass due to its robust and transparent properties. The procedure of fabrication can be seen in Fig. 3.6. First a glass, Borofloat,
wafer is treated with a nitric acid solution. The glass has a thickness and diameter
of 500 µm and 100 mm, respectively. The second step is the transfer of the layout
of a desired design on to the top-side of the waver by spincoating a 3.5 µm photoresist layer of Olin OiR 908-35 and ultraviolet (UV) exposure. Subsequently, the
photoresist later is then used in realization of microchannels of 5-10 µm in depth
through a reactive-ion etching process. The bottom-side of the wafer is then coated
with a photoresist layer of Ordyl BF410 of approximately 100 µm thick. Seven
in- or outlet are then defined with a diameter of 1.7 mm through UV-exposure and
developed by etching the glass wafer using powder blasting with 29 µm alumina
particles. Next, the wafer is washed with ionized water, immersed in acetone and
isopropanol and cleaned by nitric acid solutions. Finally, the wafer is bonded to an
unprocessed glass wafer via thermal reaction, after which the chip is ready for use.

Figure 3.6: Fabrication steps of the micro-fluidic chips: (a) Glass wafer. (b) Definition of the layout of the maze using ultraviolet (UV) lithography. (c) Etching
of the maze by deep reactive-ion etching. (d) Development of the reservoirs using
UV lithography. (e) Powder blasting of the inlet and outlets. (f) Thermal bonding
of two glass wafers.

Fluid-flow Control
Since the most important factor for propulsion has proven to be the flagellar force
Ff , it is greatly diminished by the drag force Fd for each specific bacteria, which
depends mostly on the used medium and of course the velocity of the medium in
which the MTB is moving. This will have consequences when aiming at for example biological applications in different environments with varying viscosities, e.g.
water at body temperature (η = 0.75 mPa · s) or human blood (η = 3.5 mPa · s);
this in term affects the drag coefficient in each dynamic model used. In order to
control the flow rate of the medium and eventually mimic blood flow with any type

of medium, a pumping system seen in Fig. 3.8 is used. It allows filling of the
microfluidic chips and control of the velocity in one direction.

3.2.4

Chip Designs

The chips have to fulfill two functions: display controllability of a single MTB if
closed-loop is achieved and function as a converging system for large quantities of
MTB.
Control Past Obstacles
In order to show the accuracy of controllability of the MTB at microscale, we
chose for a straightforward design of a microfabricated maze with arbitrarily chosen pathlengths and amount of corners such that the inlets and outlets would align
with the consistently used wafers at the TST lab. The most important factor was
the presence of T-junctions and dead-ends which could prevent flows from steering
the MTB into a direction along the fluid-flow if any. Rather have several routes
from inlet to outlet and having to navigate through them. The final design under a
light microscope can be seen in Fig. 3.7. The Clewin 4.6.3 layout can be found in
appendix D.
Swarm Formation
Research has already demonstrated the possibility of controlling a swarm of MTB
such that they can build microstructures in the form of a piramid [9]. However,
no clear method has been presented for other researches to follow the concept.
Therefore a mechanical approach towards swarm formation is designed. A practical shape, the funnel, was used as a method of trapping MTB using a superimposed
uniform magnetic field. The final design under a light microscope can be seen in
Fig. 3.7. The Clewin 4.6.3 layout can be found in appendix E.

Figure 3.7: Left: Microfluidic chip with funnel and a uniform superimposed magnetic field (blue arrows) which is utilized to force magnetotactic bacteria into the
central area of roughly πx152 µ m. Right: A maze structure designed to provide
obstructions and T-junctions to navigate around.

Figure 3.8: Flow control system used, with (a) syringe, (b) pumping mechanism
and (c) Micronit kit, including FC-FC4515 chip holder from Micronit Microfluidics, Enschede, The Netherlands.

Chapter 4

Experimental results
This chapter presents the experimental results of the characterization and control
of magnetotactic bacteria AMB-1 and MS-1.

4.1

Characterization

The capillary tubes incubated a culture of magnetotactic bacteria of 0.02 ml of
growth medium. The density of the suspended cells ranged from 105 cells ml−1 to
107 cells ml−1 . The image results of the characterization are listed below. Results
of the characterization are listed in Table 4.1, showing the values for both MS-1
and AMB-1. The MTB and microjet trajectories were analyzed using matlab. The
script for analyzing MTB and Microjet trajectory, also allows placement of setpoint
markers, 2-D histograms of microbot location in 2-D. The scheme can be found in
appendix G.
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4.1.1

Rotational-field

The rotational-field experiment was repeated 15 times for both MS-1 and AMB-1.
Result of the imaging can be seen in Fig. 4.1 and the analysis in Fig. 4.2.

Figure 4.1: The magnetotactic bacterium (MTB) following a circular path under
gradually increasing frequency from 1 - 10 rad/s. The large light blue circle is
assigned by our feature tracking software [20]. The red line represents the velocity
vector of the MTB. As the frequency increases, the MTB can no longer follow the
changing field at a frequency of 9.5 rad/s. The estimated magnetic dipole moment
using the rotating field approach gives the MS-1 a value of 4.34x10−16 A.m2 at a
magnetic field of 1.1 mT.

4.1.2

U-turn

The u-turn experiment was repeated 15 times for MS-1 and AMB-1. Result of the
imaging can be seen in Fig. 4.3 and the analysis in Fig. 4.4.

Figure 4.2: Rotational-field tracking results show an average velocity of 22 µm/s
and a circular path of the MTB, which decreases as the rotational field frequency
gradually increases. The trajectory is showing a less than perfect circle, implying
that the MTB has chaotic motion.

Figure 4.3: U-turn tracking results show an average velocity of 20 µ ms−1 and
a circular path of the MTB. The large light blue circle is assigned by our feature
tracking software [20]. The red line represents the velocity vector of the MTB.

4.1.3

Flip-time

The flip-time experiment was repeated 15 times for both MS-1 and AMB-1. Result
of the imaging can be seen in Fig. 4.5 and the analysis in Fig. 4.6.

Figure 4.4: Left: The U-turn trajectory, showing a U-turn path followed at approximately 20 µm/s. Right: U-turn diameter of approximately 16 µ in width is visible.
Solving Eq. 3.3, gives an average magnetic dipole moment3.11x10−16 A.m2 at a
magnetic field of 1.1 mT.

Figure 4.5: Flip-time trajectory is plotted (black arrows) and MTB surrounded by
the large blue circle (ROI), which determines the center of mass and orientation
based on the velocity vector. The red line represents the velocity vector of the
MTB. The estimated magnetic dipole moment using the flip-time approach gives
the MS-1 a value of 3.32x10−16 A.m2 at a magnetic field of 1.1 mT.

Figure 4.6: Left: Flip-time trajectory. A result of tracking the MTB is that when
rotating, only the displacement of the center of mass is determined. One can only
deduce the rotational velocity or boundary frequency ω. This MTB made 2 flips in
1.5 seconds. Right: Trajectory around a central point with a radius of only a few
micrometer due to center of mass displacement.

4.1.4

TEM-imaging

The TEM-image-based calculations are listed in Table 4.1. Calculations are based
on 15 different AMB-1 and MS-1 samples using Eq. 3.7.
Table 4.1: Average magnetic dipole moments with applied field of 1.1 mT for both
species of MTB, Magnetospirillum Magnetotacticum (MS-1) and Magnetospirillum Magneticum (AMB-1).
Approach

MS-1

AMB-1

U-turn derived
Rotating-field derived
Flip-time derived
TEM estimations

3.11×10−16 Am2
4.34×10−16 Am2
3.32×10−16 Am2
0.65×10−16 Am2

2.86×10−16 Am2
3.24×10−16 Am2
3.10×10−16 Am2
0.92×10−16 Am2

4.2

Control

Closed-loop point-to-point control of an MTB can be achieved by directing the
fields towards a reference position. However, due to the self-propulsion provided
by the flagella of the MTB it is continuously moving. This allows only control of
the positions of the MTB within the vicinity of the reference position, i.e. regionof-convergence (ROC). The positioning accuracy of the MTB can be increased by
decreasing its velocity to decrease the size of the region-of-convergence.

4.2.1

Closed-loop Control of Magnetotactic Bacteria

Our attempt at point-to-point control inside a capillary tube is the first valid proof
of concept showing closed-loop control of a single MTB in any liquid environment.
The plot in Fig. 4.7 shows the trajectory of an MTB moving from point-to-point.
The black circle shows the error for the steady-state or region-of-convergence of
the MTB. Since the flagellar force, f 6= 0, the MTB can never stop at a setpoint.
The MTB can only approach a specific point via a steady-state which puts it in the
vicinity of the setpoint, which we call region of convergence. This is seen in the
tracking results presented in Fig. 4.8p

Figure 4.7: Closed-loop control of a magnetotactic bacterium (MTB indicatd by
the white arrow) inside a capillary tube with inner-width and -thickness of 200 µm
and 50 µm, respectively, at various time instants. The MTB are controlled at a
velocity of 26 µm/s and within a region-of-convergence of 20 µm. The small blue
circle indicates the first (black arrow) and second (blue arrow) reference point. The
velocity vector of the MTB is indicated by the red line.

Figure 4.8: Left: Closed-loop control of a magnetotactic bacterium (MTB), showing point-to-point movement. Right: A region-of-convergence (ROC) indicated
by the black circle of 20 µm shows the accuracy with which the controller can
approach the setpoint.

4.2.2

Magnetotactic Bacteria in Micro−fluidic Maze

Successful point-to-point control through a microfluidi maze is been shown in Fig.
4.9. The MTB successfully moves around a T-junction through the use of a magnetic field of 1.2 mT. The average ROC and velocity of 5 experiments are 10 µm
and 8 µm/s, respectively.

Figure 4.9: Image displays closed-loop control of a magnetotactic bacterium
(MTB) inside a micro-fabricated maze with inner-width and -thickness of 10 µm.
The MTB, indicated by the red arrow, is controlled using the control law 3.7. The
MTB is controlled at a velocity of 8 µm/s and within a region-of-convergence of
10µm (also due to boundaries of the maze). The black and blue arrows indicate
the first and second reference positions, respectively. The small blue circles indicate these reference positions, whereas the large light blue circle is assigned by our
feature tracking software [20]. The red line represents the velocity vector of the
MTB.

4.2.3

Control and formation of an MTB Swarm

The funnel functions to a certain degree. It traps an amount of MTB at the center,
but they also freely move out of the center. However, there are also passive swarm
formations at times due to what seems to be clogging and stacking of cells. These
have been used to control as a means to get an idea of how a swarm might move
and allow tracking. Fig. 4.10
Only few experiments were accomplished with moving swarms, these results
are shown in Fig. 4.11. Only experiments were included where the tracking was
kept on the same part of the swarm. Due to the nature of the tracking algorithm
(meant for single MTB or microrobots) it was difficult to track swarms of different
shapes and sizes.

Figure 4.10: Left: Swarm formation through mechanical funneling and use of
magnetic field. Not all MTB enter the center of the funnel as intended, but it traps
some MTB in different locations on the chip. Right: MTB swarm moving from
point-to-point.

Figure 4.11: Relationship between swarm speed and cluster size. The greater the
amount of MTB in a swarm, the lower the velocity of the total swarm.

4.2.4

Frequency Response

Results for the frequency response analysis are seen in 4.12. The velocity of the
MTB is set out against the field frequency, displaying a decrease in average motion
from 29 to 12 µm/s under the influence of a 0-100 Hz alternating field. A decrease
in linear velocity of the MTB of 62% at a frequency of 100 Hz. The magnetic field
strength used is 2 mT and the experiment repeated for 10 different MTB at each
frequency.

Figure 4.12: Frequency response analysis of magnetotactic bacterium. The field
alternated between 0-100 Hz to induce pertubation. A clear decrease in velocity
can be seen as the frequency increases. The actual pertubation, rocking of the
MTB, is difficult to see under the light microscope other than by observing the
linear velocity change. Also, at higher velocities the camera speed (30 fps) did not
allow clear view of the MTB rocking motion.

Chapter 5

Conclusion
This chapter reports the conclusions and recommendations.

5.1

Conclusions

We have demonstrated the characterization and subsequent control of single magnetotactic bacterium and to some extent a swarm of MTB. As well as control inside
microfluidic systems. Velocities of MTB observed during the experiments have an
average of 18±8 µm/s, whereas average ROC is 15±4 µm in capillary tubes and
microfluidic chips, respectively.
The calculated contribution of the magnetic force exerted by our system, 10−19 −
10−21 N on the MTB velocity is assumed to be negligible for our characterization
when the magnitude of the workspace for untethered magnetic control purposes
does not exceed the threshold of our setup (∼3-5 mT). As seen in Table 4.1, the difference of order in magnitude is over 105 making the magnetic force on the bacteria
negligible compared to the flagellar force. Comparisons between the three aforementioned approaches resulted in similar values. Therefore, over 99.9 % of resulting driving force is produced by selfpropulsion force (FFla ) within the range of our
workspace. Utilizing lower fields than paramagnetic particles or CoNi-particles for
control of direction and motion, the MTB requires less stronger fields and can be
operated at greater distances than non-motile microrobots.
However, it remains impossible to completely halt the MTB motion due to the
continuous flagellar activity. Eventhough pertubing with a high frequency field
lowers the velocity, they will never fully stop and always remain in a steady-state
with an ROC error of 10-20 µm. A possibility for stopping might be a rotating field
at high frequency to surpass the boundary frequency ω, however this is not desirable since it puts a continuous strain and limitations on the magnetic manipulation
setup.
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5.2

Recommendations

Eventhough much has been accomplished by experimenting with MTB with the
current setup, there is always room for improvement. Culivation and Future research.

5.2.1

Cultivation

The cultivation process is, in principle, unique for most MTB species. However,
slight deviations result in lower yield of magnetic MTB, since the conditions for
magnetite nanocrystal biomineralization are very strict. The growth and longevity
mostly depends on temperature and medium, which also need to be monitored and
kept constant, but are completely dependent on the oxygen concentration when
trying to cultivate suspensions of magnetic MTB.
Cultivation environment
It is therefore necessary to possess a climate or environmental control system or
fermenter which allows for a continuous process with no drift in either oxygen,
temperature, medium acidity levels. To compensate for the lack of these continuous
controls during the thesis, some time was spent investigating the distribution of the
population. It resulted in An example of a setup for such an experiment can be
found Appendix I.
Distribution
Distribution in percentages of MS-1 and AMB-1 population of non-magnetic nonmotile (NMNM), non-magnetic motile (NMM), magnetic non-motile (MNM) and
magnetic motile (MM), before and after implementation of the filter. The values
are an average of 5 repeated filtration experiments.
Preferably, the lab setup would allow correcting of the cultivation settings
through a series of checks based on a chart of attributes of the suspended cells
and magnetic properties of the culture in the samples to be experimented on. An
example of such a flowchart can be seen in Appendix J.

5.2.2

Future research

Many of the experiments done during this thesis were proof of concept and succesfully repeated a limited amount of times due to high diversity in the number
of magnetic MTB in every sampled batch. Future research should include higher
yields and numbers of MTB to study in order to give more statistical relevance and
backing to the results.

Chaotic Motion
As seen in many of the graphs, the MTB never follow a perfect trajectory. This is
most likely due to their inate chaotic motion. To resolve this, a model can be made
to describe this motion, or error, to compensate for it using an adaptation of our
controller algorithm.
3-D control
A logical step after 2-D control experiments is the transition to 3D. For the purpose
of controlling magnetic microrobots the M.A.R.S. has been developed as seen in
Fig. 3.3 in chapter 2. This setup allows for greater degrees of freedom in all
directions, utilizing twice the amount electromagnets as the 2-D setup for control
of microrobots in the z-direction.
Genetic Modification
A perhaps obvious choice for geneticists would be to look into the possibility modifying specific genes that can enhance attributes that contribute to more accurate and
broader range of control, e.g. flagellar strength or quantity, number of magnetosomes, size of nanocrystals, amount of nanocrystals, size of the cell body, position
of the magnetosome chains. In collaboration with the University of Utrecht, some
preliminary characterization experiments have been done on dead MTB which have
been genetically modified to express increased amounts of magnetosomes. These
results can be found in Appendix .
Magnetic Separation of MTB
Alignment of workspace with magnetic field lines. The error margin as seen in the
yz- and xz-direction in Fig. 5.1 allows less than 2 mm before the magnetic field
fans out. This means it would require accurate construction of a magnetic manipulation setup, exact measurements of the magnetic field strength in the workspace
volume and alignment of the sample area with the desired volume within the magnetic field. Given these boundaries, it might be feasible to force MTB in great
numbers to the central area of the ’vortex’-field as seen in Fig. 5.1 the xy-plane.
This way swarm formation might be achieved using a magnetic field. This may
however be redundant if the recently discovered artificial magnetic monopoles can
be integrated into a magnetic manipulation setup in the future [50].
Control of Self-Propelled Microrobots in Variable Fluid Flow
During this thesis, some time has also been spent investigating the possibility of
controlling self-propelled microjets, as seen in chapter 1, in a microfluidic chip in
variable fluid flow. Eventhough the results do show the possibility of controlling

XY

YZ

< 2 mm

XZ

Figure 5.1: COMSOL simulation of the magnetic ’vortex’ field in the 2-D setup
with a current of 1.0 A on each electromagnet. (A) The x-y-plane shows a converging field along the central plane, which in (B) the x-z-direction and (C) the
y-z-direction also show conversion to the center. However, slight deviation from
the central plane(R ∈ x,R ∈ y,0) causes the magnetic field to fan out.
microjet velocities as seen in Fig. 5.2.2, it merrits more research towards controlling other self-propelled microrobots, e.g. MTB.
Magnetic particle hyperthermia
A possible route with MTB lies in the targeted drug delivery discipline. Clinical trials have already been performed to investigate the possibility of using MTB
nanoparticles to heat up human host cells through magnetic hyperthermia [51].
This might open the door for genetically modified MTB which produce greater
amounts of magnetite particles, which could in theory magnetically destroy the
MTB and perhaps any diseased tissue next to it using dissipating heat from the
physical interaction with the magnetic field. Alternatively, the reaction could trigger a release of a drugload inside or on the MTB or even be genetically programmed such that at certain frequencies of a magnetic field the organism starts
producing certain proteins or other organic material that might counteract a disease.

Table 5.1: Closed-loop controlled microjets under variable flow conditions. The
transient-state is evaluated using the average velocity, whereas the steady-state is
evaluated using the average region-of-convergence (ROC) of the microjets based
on 5 experiments.
Characteristic
Against flow [µ l/min]
None
Along flow [µ l/min]
7.5
5
2.5
0.0
2.5
5.0
7.5
Velocity [± m/s]
40± 20
80± 30
90± 30
119± 30
120± 40
140± 30
170± 40
ROC [± m]
900± 300 800± 400 600± 200 390± 120 600± 300 900± 300 1100± 400

Appendix A

Bacteria Sampling and
Cultivation Protocol
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MTB Sampling and Cultivation Protocol
Beforehand:
Order medium components and make sure a batch of medium is readily available (stock) of
approximately 1 L. Components can be ordered via ATCC website based on [1].
From dry ice ordered or freezer, (Horst lab ZH 178 in the -80 ⁰C freezer, section D8, white box (keep
sterile):
-

-

(ZH 178 – Kirsten*) Medium preparation according to ATCC protocol [1]
Defrost MS-1 cells. Wait till they defrost of the dry ice. Do NOT speed up by heating.
Add medium until edge of tube (or other container) and add MS-1 cells depending on needed
concentration and seal off according to [2]. This ensures appropriate oxygen levels for
culturing.
(R 1.400 – Remco*) Cultivate at 30 ⁰C for 10-14 days

Replating/-tubing from stock or changing medium (sterile environment):
-

(ZH 178 – Kirsten*): Medium preparation if needed
Spin down MTB from stock (7000 rpm/30 mins), remove old media until only the pellet is left
Add medium till edge of tube or other container
(R 1.400 – Remco*): Cultivate at 30 ⁰C for 10-14 days

Sampling for experimental purposes:
-

(R 1.400 – Remco*): Take out portion of cultivation stock with syringe
Apply droplets on sterile/new cover glass
Absorb maximum volume with capillary tubes
Close off ends with nail polish or glue (any type of polymer). Do NOT centrifuge capillaries.

Materials:
-

-

Virtrotubes; rectangle capillary; cat#: 3520-050; 0,20x2.00 mm; lot code 1441J1. Or less than
200 um thickness if possible. This lowers the chance of bacteria going out of plane in Zdirection, but reduced maximum amount of bacteria that can be tracked or controlled.
MS-1/AMB-1 cells from LGC or ATCC (#31632/#700264) at 338 euro / batch.
ATCC medium components for 1653 revised Magnetic Spirillum Growth Medium (MSGM) [1].

References:
[1] ATCC Medium: 1653 Revised magnetic Spirillum growth medium
[2] ATCC Product information sheet
*Costs and Contacts
TEM (326 euro/hour) – Rico: e.g.keim@utwente.nl
HR SEM (216 euro/hour) – Mark: m.a.smithers@utwente.nl
CELL LAB, ZH 178 (requires access card) – Kirsten: k.a.vanleijenhorst-groener@utwente.nl
BACT LAB, Carré 1.560 (requires access key) – Remco: r.g.p.sanders@ewi.utwente.nl; or studentkey from locker downstairs at TST, second
from the left on the top row (#2), code 1234. This one can be activated at the side-entrance of the Carré.

Appendix B

Bacteria Medium Protocol
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ATCC medium: 1653 Revised magnetic Spirillum growth medium (MSGM)
Distilled water...........................1.0 L
Wolfe's Vitamin Solution (see below)......10.0 ml
Wolfe's Mineral Solution (see below)......5.0 ml
0.01 M Ferric Quinate (see below).........2.0 ml
0.1% Resazurin............................0.45 ml
KH2PO4 ....................................0.68 g
NaNO3 .....................................0.12 g
Ascorbic acid.............................0.035 g
Tartaric acid.............................0.37 g
Succinic acid.............................0.37 g
Sodium acetate............................0.05 g
Agar (for semi-solid medium)..............1.3 g
Add components in the order given with stirring. Adjust to pH 6.75 with
NaOH.
Liquid Medium:
Autoclave medium at 121C for 15 minutes. Aseptically fill screw-capped
containers to full capacity with sterile medium. Inoculate heavily
leaving no headspace of air, and screw down closures tightly.
Semi-Solid Medium:
Dispense 12 ml per 16 X 150 mm screw-cap tube. Autoclave at 121C for 15
minutes.
0.01 M Ferric Quinate:
FeCl3 .....................................0.27 g
Quinic Acid (Sigma Q-0500)................0.19 g
Distilled water...........................100.0 ml
Dissolve and autoclave at 121C for 15 minutes.
Wolfe's Vitamin Solution:
Available from ATCC as a sterile ready-to-use liquid (Vitamin
Supplement, catalog no. MD-VS).
Biotin....................................2.0 mg
Folic acid................................2.0 mg
Pyridoxine hydrochloride..................10.0 mg
Thiamine . HCl............................5.0 mg
Riboflavin................................5.0 mg
Nicotinic acid............................5.0 mg
Calcium D-(+)-pantothenate................5.0 mg
Vitamin B12...............................0.1 mg
p-Aminobenzoic acid.......................5.0 mg
Thioctic acid.............................5.0 mg

1

Distilled water...........................1.0 L

2

Wolfe's Mineral Solution:
Available from ATCC as a sterile ready-to-use liquid (Trace Mineral
Supplement, catalog no. MD-TMS.)
Nitrilotriacetic acid.....................1.5 g
MgSO4 . 7H2O ..............................3.0 g
MnSO4 . H2O ...............................0.5 g
NaCl......................................1.0 g
FeSO4 . 7H2O ..............................0.1 g
CoCl2 . 6H2O ..............................0.1 g
CaCl2 .....................................0.1 g
ZnSO4 . 7H2O ..............................0.1 g
CuSO4 . 5H2O ..............................0.01 g
AlK(SO4)2 . 12H2O..........................0.01 g
H3BO3 .....................................0.01 g
Na2MoO4 . 2H2O.............................0.01 g
Distilled water...........................1.0 L
Add nitrilotriacetic acid to approximately 500 ml of water and adjust to
pH 6.5 with KOH to dissolve the compound. Bring volume to 1.0 L with
remaining water and add remaining compounds one at a time.
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Appendix C

Short report on GMO
experiments
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Short series of experiments in order to retrieve the magnetic
dipole moment values of the magnetotactic bacteria.
Setup
A 2-D magnetic manipulation setup was used, consisting of 4
orthogonal electromagnets as seen in Figure 1. These were used to
provide a rotating field which, through a dynamic model given from
[1], can give a rough estimation of the dipole moment. The fields
generated are estimated at 1.8 mT with and 7.9 mT with cores. All
experiments have been done with cores. The bacteria were loaded
on Vitrotube Square Capillaries (cat #8320050 ; 0.20 mm ID x 10 mm
Wall)
Figure 1: Electromagnetic setup. Consisting
of 4 coils and a workspace in the center

Experiments
From each vial nine samples were loaded
onto the microcapillary tubes and observed
under a microscope, as seen in Figure 2,
while manipulated manually using the handmagnet for initial observation. Subsequently
a rotating field was applied to investigate
the possible magnetic dipole moment
presence with a recurring pattern. This was
done for all 36 samples.

Figure 2: Microcapillary tube with AMB-1 under the microscope

Results
Neither the handmagnet nor the control algorithm displayed any motion of the bacteria.
Cells
AMB-1
AMB-1
MS-1
MS-1

Medium/Conditions Hand-magnet motion
Aerobe + Fe
None observed (9 samples)
Anaerobe + Fe
None observed (9 samples)
Aerobe + Fe
None observed (9 samples)
Anaerobe + Fe
None observed (9 samples)

Rotating field motion
None observed (9 samples)
None observed (9 samples)
None observed (9 samples)
None observed (9 samples)

Magnetic dipole moment
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Conclusion
Since these experiments have been done in the past with the wildtype strains of MS-1 and AMB-1
following cultivation protocols as provided by the ATCC and given successful characterization of the
magnetic dipole moment, one can only assume the bacteria tested have no magnetosomes. Or
perhaps underdeveloped magnetosomes which can only be viewed under the transmission electron
microscope and remain too small to be susceptible to the fields outputted by our magnetic
manipulation setup.
Control of bacteria with a chain consisting of only 10 crystals with a diameter of roughly 20 nm has
been observed during our previous experiments. These are already underdeveloped magnetosomes
when compared to the average 50 nm crystals found before and multiple chain presence in the more
commonly used strains.
Furthermore the growth conditions (aerobe/anaerobe) adhere closely to an optimum concentration
of oxygen under which the magnetosome formation thrives. Therefore we assume alterations could
be made in the cultivation protocol or genetic modification, depending on the alteration. The high
concentration of bacteria in the tubes -if not from cultivation- could be a result of transportation,
during which the temperature nor oxygen concentration were adequate (all tubes contained a large
portion of oxygen). If the bacteria were already dead before transport, then this has no effect on the
net result.

References
[1] “Dynamics of Magnetotactic Bacteria in a Rotating Magnetic Field” (doi: 10.1529/biophysj.107.107474)

Appendix D

Micro-fluidic Chip Design: Maze
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Figure D.1: Model for microfluidic maze designed in Clewin, with inlets and outlets (red) and an inset showing the dimensions of the chip. Design finalized by
Özlem S. Sukas.

Appendix E

Micro-fluidic Chip Design:
Funnel

Figure E.1: Model for microfluidic funnel designed in Clewin, with inlets and
outlets (red) and an inset showing the dimensions of the chip. Design finalized by
Özlem S. Sukas.
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Appendix F

Simulink Model

Figure F.1: Simulink model used for open-loop control and characterization.
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Appendix G

Matlab Script
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Figure G.1: Script used for extracting tracking trajectory data of MTB/Microjets.

Appendix H

Cultivation Flowchart
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Appendix I

Magnetic Filtration System

Figure I.1: Setup with torus coil used to separate magnetic motile magnetotactic
bacteria (MTB) from non-motile magnetic MTB.
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Appendix J

Distribution
Table J.1: Distribution in percentages of MS-1 and AMB-1 population of nonmagnetic non-motile (NMNM), non-magnetic motile (NMM), magnetic nonmotile (MNM) and magnetic motile (MM), before and after implementation of
the filter. The values are an average of 5 repeated filtration experiments.
MS-1
Filter

NMNMNMM MNM MM

None
Vertical
Mag.
Mag.(+10 mins centrifuge)
Mag.(+30 mins centrifuge)

68
61
60
66

3
7
4
3

25
24
29
25

5
8
10
6

63

4

22

7

AMB-1
Filter

NMNMNMM MNM MM

None
Vertical
Mag.
Mag.(+10 mins centrifuge)
Mag.(+30 mins centrifuge)

50
49
48
44

10
13
11
12

15
10
9
15

25
28
32
29

48

10

13

27
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